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Editorial
2017, Year of  Hope and Work

Amid a warm welcome and roaring cheers, President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi 
joined Pope TawadrosII and Coptic Egyptians during Christmas mass taking 
place at the St. Mark’s Coptic Orthodox Cathedral.President Sisi, who was the 
first Egyptian President to make an appearance at Christmas mass last year, 
spread his warm greetings for Coptic Christians and reassured them that as 
long as Egyptians remain united they can overcome all hardships.The Pope 
expressed his deep appreciation to the president’s visit, stressing that the visit 
categorically proves that the president is for all Egyptians.

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi inaugurated the first youth monthly dialogue 
which discussed what have been implemented from recommendations of the 
first youth national conference held in Sharm El Sheikh in October 2016.
The dialogue conferenceincluded a number of public sessions to tackle the 
outcome of the national dialogue meetings on education, recent economic 
reform measures, population increase, challenges facing the State, mechanisms 
to upgrade agriculture and oil sectors. 

In continuation of Egypt’s constant support to her African brothers, President 
Sisi stressed the importance of strategic relations with Uganda in his visit to 
Kampala, urging further action to upgrade bilateral cooperation in the energy, 
irrigation and agricultural sectors. Djibouti President Ismaïl Omar Guelleh 
left Cairo winding up a two-day visit during which he had talks with President 
Abdel Fattah El-Sisi on joint cooperation as well as regional and international 
developments.President Sisi appreciated Djibouti’s role which supported 
Egypt at the African Union’s peace and security council following the June 
30 Revolution. Guelleh hailed as deep relations between Djibouti and Cairo 
and laid down the foundation stone of the new HQ of his country’s embassy in 
Cairo. Seven agreements and memorandums of understanding were also signed 
between the two sides.

The coastal city of Hurghadahosted the “Egypt Can” Conferencewhich is a 
gathering of foreign-based Egyptian scientists for two days including prominent 
Egyptian scientists including Farouk El-Baz as well as and world-renowned 
surgeon MagdiYacoub.The conference, the first of its kind, is meant to create 
positive interaction between scientists and Egyptian youth on the one hand, and 
officials tasked with running the national projects on the other.The conference 
came up with key research papers to serve mammoth national projects within 
the framework of “Egypt’s Vision 2030”.

 The current issue of “Letter from Cairo” also features a number of key 
tourist and cultural events including: the renovation of Abdeen Palace and 
achievements of Al-Ahly Sports Club which won FIBA Africa Champions Cup 
and Egypt’s national squash women team which won international title in Paris. 
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President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi said that 
all churches affected by terror attacks were 
completely renovated. “We will celebrate 
next year the 50th anniversary of the 
establishment of the Cathedral,” Sisi said 
in his speech at the Christmas Mass at the 
St. Mark’s Coptic Orthodox Cathedral in 
Abbassiya district in Cairo. He added that 
the biggest church and mosque will be built 
in the new administrative capital next year, 
adding that he is the first to contribute 
to building them. He urged all officials to 
finalize the establishment of the church and 
the mosque as well as the civilization center 
before the specified deadline. Meanwhile, 
Sisi prayed to Allah to protect Egypt’s 
security, stability and peace.

Sisi, Pope Tawadros attend Coptic Christmas Mass
President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi and Pope Tawadros II of Alexandria 

and Patriarch of Saint Mark Diocese entered the grand hall of the St. 
Mark’s Coptic Orthodox Cathedral in Abbassiya district in Cairo to attend 
the Christmas Mass. They were received by senior bishops and deacons 
while the attendees applauded and welcomed the President’s visit.In a 
speech, President El-Sisi said that all churches that were affected by 
terror attacks were renovated as he pledged last year. The President 
left the Cathedral amid chants and applause from the attendees.

 Sisi to celebrate next year

 building of biggest church,

mosque in new capital

http://www.touregypt.net/holyfamily.htm
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Pope Tawadros II leads Coptic Christmas Mass
Pope Tawadros II of Alexandria and Patriarch of Saint Mark Diocese 

led the Christmas Mass on January 6 evening at the grand hall of the 
Coptic Orthodox Cathedral in Abbassiya district in Cairo. President 
Abdel Fattah El-Sisi gave a speech before the mass in which he asserted 
that all churches affected by terror attacks in 2013 were renovated. 
Pope Tawadros II of Alexandria and Patriarch of Saint Mark Diocese 
greeted Copts on the New Year and Christmas and paid tribute to the 

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi visits Coptic Pope Tawadros II during Christmas Eve Mass at St. Mark’s Cathedral, in Cairo, 
Egypt, Tuesday, Jan. 6, 2017
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victims of the El-Boutrossiya church attack. He also thanked President 
Abdel Fattah El-Sisi over attending the mass, pointing out that a number 
of officials greeted him on the occasion of Christmas including House 
of Representatives Speaker Ali Abdel-Aal, Prime Minister Sherif 
Ismail, Al-Azhar Grand Imam Ahmed Al-Tayyeb along with a number 
of ministers and senior officials.

Pope Tawadros II lauds Sisi’s visit to St. Mark’s Cathedral

Pope Tawadros II of Alexandria and Patriarch of Saint Mark Diocese 
hailed President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi’s participation in the Christmas 
Mass held at the St. Mark’s Coptic Orthodox Cathedral in Abbassiya 
district in Cairo. Pope Tawadros II said that President Sisi’s visit to the 
cathedral was a surprise one that made all the participants happy. The 
visit is considered a greeting to all Egyptian people and represents a 

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisiwaves to the worshipers during his visit to the St. Mark’s Coptic Orthodox Cathedral on 
the eve of the orthodox Christmas mass led by Egyptian Coptic Pope Tawadros II in Cairo
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civilized move of President Sisi that conforms with Egypt’s high status, 
he said. Asked about Sisi’s declaration of the establishment of the biggest 
church and mosque in the new administrative capital, Pope Tawadros 
said it was “joyful news” to all Egyptians. 

Christmas is feast for all Egyptians: Parliament Speaker

Parliament Speaker Ali Abdel-Aal said that Christmas is a feast 
for all Egyptians. He recalled the words of late Pope Shenouda III of 
Alexandria: “Egypt is not a country we live in but a country that lives 
within us”.Greeting Pope Tawadros II of Alexandria and Patriarch of 
the See of Saint Mark on Christmas, the Speaker wished finalizing the 
project on the path of the Holy Family’s journey from Egypt’s Arish 
to Palestine.  Meanwhile, Pope Tawadros thanked Abdel-Aal and 
his accompanying delegation for greeting him on Christmas, wishing 
prosperity and stability to Egypt.

http://www.touregypt.net/holyfamily.htm
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Pope: Religious tourism to boost as Egypt is ‘sacred’ in Christianity
Pope Tawadros II of Alexandria and Patriarch of Saint Mark Diocese 

expected that religious tourist arrivals would increase as visitors arrive 
to follow trail of the Holy Family in Egypt.  During a meeting with 
delegations arriving to greet him on the Christmas, Pope Tawadros II 
said Egypt has been blessed by the passage of the holy mother and her 
child through the land of Egypt where they found solace.

On the other side, Palestine has become a holy place when Virgin Mary 
gave birth to Jesus in Bethlehem, Palestine, he added. The Tourism 
Ministry pays attention and provides services for tourists in nine or 
ten stops on the path of Jesus trip in Egypt, the Pope said.

Egypt’s Christmas celebrations, Sisi’s speech to boost tourism

Tourism Minister Yehia Rashed expected a boost in tourism in view of 
Egypt’s Christmas celebrations and the speech delivered by President 
Abdel Fattah El-Sisi at St. Mark’s Coptic Orthodox Cathedral which sent 
a message to the whole world that Egypt is safe and secure. Rashed said 
Christmas celebrations nationwide alongside Sisi’s interest in restoring 
churches would encourage tourism. Reviving the Holy Family’s route 
is very important, the Minister stressed, adding that coordination with 
the Egyptian church to organize trips to the Holy Family’s passage in 
Egypt is a message of love and peace to the world.Boosting the religious 
tourism would positively affect the tourism sector, Rashed reiterated. 
The tourism sector is keen on reviving the Holy Family path as there 
are millions of Christians worldwide who are interested in visiting 
these sites, he noted.

Armed Forces greets Copts on Christmas

Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces and Minister of Defense 
and Military Production Sedki Sobhi sent a greeting cable to Pope 
Tawadros II of Alexandria and Patriarch of Saint Mark Diocese on the 
occasion of Christmas. In the cable, Sobhi said that he and the Armed 
Forces hail the patriotic stance of the pontiff which proved the unity of 
the Egyptian people with its Muslims and Christians.He further lauded 
the sacrifices and loyalty of the Christian Armed Forces personnel, 
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noting that the Armed Forces represent the shield of the homeland.
Meanwhile, Army Chief of Staff Mahmoud Hegazy sent a similar cable 
to the Pope. Sobhi gave directives to greet the Coptic officers, soldiers, 
civilians and the Armed Forces personnel in northern and central Sinai 
on the occasion of Christmas. 

Interior minister greets Pope Tawadros, Evangelical Church head 
on Christmas

Interior Minister Magdy Abdel-Ghaffar sent cables of greeting to 
Pope Tawadros II of Alexandria and Patriarch of Saint Mark Diocese 
and head of the Evangelical Church Andrea Zaki on the Christmas. 
Abdel Ghaffar also greeted Coptic leaders, officers, workers, soldiers 
and conscripts on the same occasion. 

Egypt: One hand against terror
Two days after terror hit a security checkpoint stationed near a 

mosque in Giza Governorate, leaving 12 killed and injured of the 
policemen, terror showed up its ugly face again, hitting a group of the 
faithful who were praying at the time of the explosion in Saint Peter 
Church in Cairo. The Church’s infamous attack left 28 dead and 45 
injured. Terror makes no distinction between a Muslim or a Christian, 
as it targets mankind. Following the Saint Peter’s attack, President 
Abdel Fattah El-Sisi said terror targeted the whole nation, Muslims 
and Christians alike. Meanwhile, during his visit to Saint Peter Church 
to offer condolences, His Eminence Grand Imam of Al-Azhar Sheikh 
Ahmed El-Tayyib said the attack would only strengthen the Egyptian 
people against terror, reiterating that over 1400 years, the Egyptians’ 
fabric is based on peace, love, fraternity and citizenship. The Grand 
Imam of Al-Azharnoted that the unity of the Egyptian people was 
targeted by the barbarian attack, calling on the Egyptians to join forces 
to confront it. Dr. Ahmed El-Tayyib also called on the whole world to 
act immediately to stop bloodshed everywhere, reiterating that crimes 
committed by the extremists will not go unpunished. For his part, Pope 
Tawadros II, Pope of Alexandria and Patriarch of the Sea of Saint Mark, 
said we lived in Egypt all over 1400 years in harmony, peace and love of 
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one another. “We are ready to defy tribulation and live with patience, 
so that our country Egypt lives in peace,” His Holiness reiterated. 

The world has reacted to this cowardly attack on the faithful in Saint 
Peter Church. President El-Sisi has received messages of condolences 
from his counterparts in the whole world. The UN Security Council 
denounced the attack, confirming that terror, in all its forms, represents 
a threat to international peace and security. The EU has also condemned 

Grand Imam of Al-AzharAhmed El-Tayyeb with Pope Tawadros II
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the attack, expressing solidarity with the families of the victims. 
Chairman of the African Union Dr. NkosazanaDlaminiZoma issued a 
statement in which she denounced the attack, expressing the AU’s full 
support to the Egyptian people and government in the face of terror. 
Secretary-General of the Arab Gulf Council denounced the explosion, 
calling it a cowardly act that contradicts morals and human values. 
The Arab Parliament also condemned the attack, saying that targeting 
places of worship was against norms and religions. Egypt’s Ambassador 
to The Vatican received a phone call from Pope Francis who expressed 
his heartfelt condolences to PresidentSisi and the Egyptian people 
over this hideous attack.

Saint Peter Church…profile 
Saint Peter Church is most famous among other churches in Egypt. 

Built in 1911 by the family of Boutros Ghali Pasha, Egypt’s prime 
minister under the Monarchy and grandfather of Boutros BoutrosGhali, 
the late UN Secretary General, the Church is home to the grave of 
Boutros Ghali Pasha. After Ghali’s assassination on February 20, 1910, 
his family decided to allocate 71 feddans of their land to build the 
Church and also bought the lands surrounding it to maintain its beautiful 
façade. In 1924, a competition was held amongst then honored plastic 
artists in the world to design the Church’s walls. An Italian artist was 
picked to finish the job under MorqusSemika, founder of the Coptic 
Museum. The Church was inaugurated by PopeKyrillos(Cyril) VI of 
Alexandria, with the attendance of a representative of Egypt’s then 
Khedive Abbas Helmy. 

Built in a rectangular shape, Saint Peter Church is divided into 
three colonnades by marble columns and it has nine gates. The main 
gate leads to a set of steps, where at the end of it, the Boutros Ghali 
Pasha’s sepulcher exists. At the top of columns, one finds a collection 
of paintings that represent the life of Jesus Christ, the apostles and 
the saints. The Church is also home to a number of mosaic paintings, 
including one depicting baptism. Saint Peter Church is also home to a 
number of churches, including two named under Mary the Virgin.
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President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi inaugurated the first youth 
monthly dialogue which discussed what have been implemented from 
recommendations of the first Youth National Conference held in Sharm 
El-Sheikh in October 2016. The dialogue conference included a number 
of public sessions to tackle the outcome of the national dialogue meetings 
on education, recent economic reform measures, population increase, 
challenges facing the State, mechanisms to upgrade agriculture and oil 
sectors. Open discussions were held with youths on the visions floated 
during the past period as well as the government visions towards such 
economic reforms and means of luring more investments.

Prime Minister Sherif Ismail, Governor of the Central Bank of 
Egypt (CBE) Tarek Amer, the ministers of finance, investment, oil, 

First youth monthly dialogue

urges education development

President El-Sisi meets youth in the first monthly dialogue
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agriculture, education, 
the head of the Central 
Agency for Public 
Mobilization and 
Statistics (CAPMAS) 
as well as an array of 
experts participated 
in the sessions. As 
many as 1,000 youths, 
including 60 percent 
new participants 
and 30 percent of 
attendees at Sharm El 
Sheikh national youth 
conference, volunteers 
from the ministries 
of youth and sports, 
members of political 

parties, intellectuals, 
parliamentarians, 
journalists and media 
figures attended the 
one day conference. 

First monthly youth 
dialogue session kicks 
off under auspices of 
Sisi

The first monthly 
youth dialogue 
session kicked off 
under the auspices 
of President Abdel 
Fattah El-Sisi, the 
President’s media 
office said. The 
get-together is 
held in line with 
the President’s 
directives during 
E g y p t ’s  f i r s t 
National Youth 
Conference that 
was held in Sharm 
E l - S h e i k h  i n 
October 2016, 
the office said. 
The talks tackled 
several key files, 
including education 
a n d  e c o n o m i c 

conditions, the office 
added. University 
students and youths 
from several political 
parties were invited 
to the gathering, the 
office said. About 30 
percent of those who 
attend the Sharm 
conference attended 
the first meeting, the 
office added.

Sisi affirms importance 
of collecting State’s dues

President Abdel 
Fattah El-Sisi affirmed 
the importance of 
collecting the fees 
of the basic services 
provided for citizens. 
A d d r e s s i n g  t h e 
National Dialogue 
for Youth conference, 
Sisi added that any 
failure in collecting 
those dues would 
accumulate debts of 
the government and 
force it to borrow 
to pay its financial 
obligations.
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Sisi: Some media outlets’ 
coverage of national security 
issues harms State 

President Abdel Fattah 
El-Sisi said that the recent 
incidents in Egypt and their 
outcomes were not normal 
and it takes time and efforts 
to overcome them. “Our main 
goal is to help Egyptians form 
real awareness,” he said at the 
National Dialogue for Youth 
conference. He voic fear for 

Egyptians from the repercussion 
of revolutions. Some parties 
were manipulating the dollar 
exchange rate and hitting 
tourism in order to escalate the 
country’s crises, he pointed out.

“The unity of the Egyptians 
and the nation is what I am 
worried about the most,” he 
added. “Any reform in any 
nation needs long years,” he 
said.

The “tricycle lady، Mona El Sayed Ibrahim Badr” whose photo was widely shared on Facebook 
expressed her happiness to be honored by President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi on the sidelines of the 
first monthly youth dialogue
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President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi stressed the importance of strategic 
relations with Uganda, urging further action to upgrade bilateral 
cooperation in the energy, irrigation and agricultural sectors. Egypt is 
doing the best it can to achieve that, Sisi told a press conference that 
followed his meeting with Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni. He 
touched upon technical support Egypt offers Africa through its Egyptian 
Agency of Partnership for Development (EAPD) and the Egyptian 
Initiative for Developing Nile Basin Countries. Sisi told reporters Egypt 
pays great attention to political and security coordination with Uganda 
with the aim to boost regional stability. Hopefully, a political consultation 
mechanism reached between Cairo and Kampala would help achieve that 
goal, Sisi said. The President also said Egypt is keen on increasing its 
investments in Uganda, noting that Egyptian private-sector companies 
are tangibly expanding in Uganda. Sisi invited Museveni to visit Egypt in 
the near future to follow up talks on means of boosting bilateral relations.

Sisi lauds strategic ties with Uganda, 

meets with Djibouti President 

President Sisi arrives in Uganda for one-day visit to enhance bilateral relations
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Sisi, Museveni held talks in 
Entebbe

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi 
and Ugandan President Yoweri 
Museveni began talks at the 
presidential palace in Entebbe. 
The two leaders held first a tete-
a-tete session of talks that was 
followed by an expanded meeting 
grouping the two countries’ 
officials. Talks tackled promoting 
bilateral cooperation and the 
possibility of increasing trade 
exchange and setting up joint 
projects in Uganda. The two 
sides also discussed a number of 
African issues of mutual interest 
and ways of enhancing security 
and stability in the continent and 
finding political settlements to 
many crises in African nations.

Sisi: Egypt keen on 
consulting with Djibouti on 
challenges in Red Sea, Horn 

of Africa regions

President Abdel Fattah El-
Sisi asserted Egypt’s keenness on 
coordinating and consulting with 
Djibouti on current challenges in 
the Red Sea and the Horn of Africa 
regions. Sisi made the comments at 

his meeting with visiting Djibouti 
President Ismail Omar Guelleh 
at Ittihadiya presidential palace 
in Cairo. President Sisi held a 
session of talks with his Djiboutiian 
counterpart and another plenary 
meeting grouping the delegations 
of both countries, Presidential 
Spokesman Alaa Youssef said.

During the talks, Sisi expressed 
Egypt’s appreciation of Djibouti 
supportive stances of Egypt at the 
African Union Peace and Security 
Council following the June 30 
revolution. Egypt is keen on 
boosting cooperation with Djibouti 
in various fields, especially in 
the economic and trade sectors, 
Sisi said. He asserted that Cairo 
will continue to support Djibouti 
in the development fields and 
capacity building through the 
Egyptian Agency of Partnership 
for Development. He pointed out 
to Egypt’s long-standing policy of 
non-intervention in the affairs of 
other countries or not conspiring 
against them.

For his part, the Djiboutian 
president welcomed activating 
cooperation between the two 
countries in various fields and 
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working on consolidating economic 
relations and trade exchange. 
Egypt can benefit from Djibouti’s 
geographical position to be a base 
for the take-off of the Egyptian 
products to the Horn of Africa and 
East Africa regions. He called for 
boosting cooperation between the 
Djibouti ports authority and the 
Suez Canal Authority to maximize 
benefit from the trade corridor 
connecting Djibouti Port and the 
Suez Canal via the Red Sea.

Sisi, Guelleh attach great 
importance to enhancing 

economic cooperation

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi 
and his Djiboutian counterpart 
Ismail Omar Guelleh stressed the 

importance of exerting more efforts 
to boost cooperation, especially in 
the fields of economy, activities of 
Egyptian companies in Djibouti, 
energy, construction and medicine. 
In a press conference with Guelleh, 
Sisi hailed their talks that took 
place at Itihadiya presidential 
palace as fruitful and constructive 
for bolstering bilateral relations in 
various fields. 

Within the context, Sisi pointed 
out to exchanging know-how 
between the Suez Canal Authority 
and the Djibouti Ports and Free 
Zones Authority (DPFZA) with 
a view to increasing bilateral 
cooperation. He further stressed 
that Egypt will continue offering 
support for Djibouti in the 

President El-Sisi, Djibouti Counterpart witness signing of a number of memorandums in Cairo
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development fields, particularly 
with regard to health and education 
through the endeavors of the Foreign 
Ministry-affiliate Egyptian Agency 
of Partnership for Development 
(EAPD). The signed cooperation 
agreements and memorandums of 
understanding (MoUs) reflects both 
countries’ keenness on enhancing 
bilateral relations, Sisi noted. The 
talks also tackled regional and 
international issues of mutual 
concern, Sisi noted, adding that 
Arab and African issues along with 
the current situation in Yemen were 
discussed as well. Preparation for 
the upcoming African summit, set 
to be held in the Ethiopian capital 
of Addis Ababa, was tackled during 
the talks, Sisi went on to say.

For his part, the Djibouti president 
underscored the distinguished 
relations binding the two sisterly 
nations and mutual keenness on 
boosting bilateral ties. President 
Guelleh praised the outcomes of the 
warm talks that took up the latest 
Arab, regional and international 
developments. Guelleh said that he 
is looking forward to establishing 
personal communication with Sisi 
in order to improve cooperation at 
all levels and fields.

Sisi, Guelleh attend signing 7 
cooperation deals, MoUs

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi 
and his Djibouti counterpart Ismail 
Omar Guelleh witnessed signing 
seven cooperation agreements and 
memorandums of understanding 
(MoUs) in a number of domains 
and sectors. The signed cooperation 
agreements and memorandums of 
understanding (MoUs) includes 
one to export and import livestock 
and meat. The livestock MoU was 
signed by Egyptian Agriculture 
Minister Essam Fayed and Djibouti 
Minister of Foreign Affairs and 
International Cooperation 
Mahmoud Ali Youssef.

Education Minister El-Helaly 
El-Sherbini signed a MoU in the 
technical education field with 
Djibouti minister of foreign affairs. 
Meanwhile, Egyptian Minister 
of Trade and Industry Tarek 
Qabil and Djibouti’s minister Ali  
Youssef signed a MoU in the fields 
of exhibitions and international 
markets. A similar MoU was inked 
by Qabil and Youssef in the trade 
cooperation domain.

A cooperation deal on 
bilateral economic and technical 
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cooperation has been signed by 
Egypt’s International Cooperation 
Minister Sahar Nasr and Djibouti 
minister Ali Youssef. Minister of 
Health and Population Ahmed 
Rady and his Djibouti counterpart 
Djama Elmi signed a MoU in the 
field of health and medicine. 
Another one between Suez Canal 
Authority and Djibouti Ports and 
Free Zones Authority (DPFZA) 
was inked as well.

Egypt, Djibouti sign economic, 
technical agreement 

International Cooperation 
Minister Sahar Nasr said  an 
economic and technical agreement 
was signed between Egypt and 
Djibouti in the presence of 
President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi 
and his Djiboutian counterpart 
Ismail Omar Guelleh. The 
agreement, which stems from 
historical ties and relations of 
brotherhood binding the two 
brotherly countries, reflects 
the desire of the two countries’ 
government and people to boost 
cooperation and friendship bonds, 
the minister added in a statement. 
The agreement provides for the 
development of cooperation 

between Egypt and Djibouti in 
the economic and technical fields 
in all means and possibilities, 
including the expansion of work 
areas in various commercial and 
economic activities in the two 
countries, Nasr said.

Economic cooperation between 
the two countries includes the 
implementation of economic 
studies, the establishment of 
economic projects jointly or 
with a third party, and the 
implementation of joint activities 
in a third country to carry out the 
desired development projects, she 
added. The Minister said technical 
cooperation covers all scientific 
and technological fields and 
the use of advanced technology 
in various sectors, particularly 
agriculture, irrigation, industry, 
electricity, energy, oil, mining, 
transportation, housing, trade, 
finance, tourism, health, 
scientific, educational and media 
cooperation, youth and sports, and 
religious affairs, so as to benefit 
from the expertise available in 
both countries.

Egypt and Djibouti will 
coordinate in the areas of technical 
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cooperation through the exchange 
of expertise, experts, information 
and data, she added. The private 
sector of the two countries will 
work to establish joint investment 
companies operating in areas of 
common interest upon agreements 
between the parties, Nasr said. 
Egypt and Djibouti will also 
work on training opportunities 
in specialized areas according to 
the possibilities available to their 
countries, she added.

Under the agreement, the 
two countries will coordinate 
their financial and economic 
policies and positions at Arab 
and international organizations 
and institutions and will work 
to facilitate residence, work 
and practice of economic or 
professional activity to nationals 
of the other country in accordance 
with the laws in force in both 
countries, the Minister said.

The agreement also provides for 
the formation of a joint economic 
and technical commission co-
chaired by the Egyptian Ministry of 
International Cooperation and the 
Djiboutian Ministry of Economy 

and Finance, to be responsible for 
the overall supervision of joint 
activities, and providing a vision 
of a comprehensive strategy for 
cooperation, she added.

Sisi: Fruitful, constructive 
talks with Djibouti president on 
boosting bilateral ties

Addressing a press conference 
with the Djiboutian president, 
President  Abdel Fattah El-
Sisi welcomed his Djiboutian 
counterpart Ismail Omar Guelleh 
and said their fruitful and 
constructive talks tackled ways 
of boosting distinguished and 
profound relations between the 
two countries in the different 
domains.

Sisi said he and Guelleh 
highlighted the need of exerting 
strenuous efforts to enhance 
economic and trade cooperation 
between Egypt and Djibouti and 
increase Egyptian companies’ 
activities in Djibouti in the 
various sectors, including energy, 
construction and pharmaceuticals.

Sisi and Guelleh underscored 
the importance of promoting 
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cooperation and exchanging 
expertise between Suez Canal 
Authority and Djiboutian ports 
authority to tap wide-scale vistas 
of joint cooperation, Sisi noted. 
He said Egypt will maintain 
its support for Djibouti in the 
different development fields. 
Sisi added the deals signed show 
keenness of the two countries on 
boosting joint cooperation to serve 
the interests of their peoples.

The President said his talks with 
Guelleh took up several regional 
and international issues of mutual 
concern, adding they exchanged 
viewpoints regarding the situation 
in the Horn of Africa, Yemen and 
the status of peace and security in 
Africa in addition to preparations 
for the next African Union summit 
in Addis Ababa in January, 2017. 
In conclusion, Sisi underlined the 
depth and strength of relations 
between Egypt and Djibouti. 

Djibouti president lays down 
foundation stone of new HQ of 
embassy in Cairo

Djibouti President Ismaïl Omar 
Guelleh laid down the foundation 
stone of the new HQ of his country’s 

embassy in Cairo. Located in New 
Cairo, the HQ will also include 
the residence of the Djibouti 
ambassador to Egypt. Guelleh 
hailed as deep relations between 
Djibouti and Cairo. He said his 
talks with Sisi took up economic 
cooperation between the two 
countries. Seven agreements and 
memorandums of understanding 
were also signed between the two 
sides. 

Djibouti president, AL chief 
confer on Arab developments

Djibouti President Ismaïl Omar 
Guelleh met  with Arab League 
Secretary General Ahmed Abul 
Gheit. Talks took up the latest 
developments in the Arab world, 
with focus on the Palestinian issue 
and the crises in Syria, Libya and 
Yemen, an AL statement said. 
Guelleh voiced full support for 
Abul Gheit in his efforts to activate 
the role played by the pan-Arab 
body. The AL chief also praised 
Djibouti’s efforts as part of the 
joint Arab action. He told Guelleh 
he is looking forward to visiting 
Djibouti in the near future.
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President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi 
received Philippe Le Houérou, the 
CEO of the International Finance 
Corporation (IFC) in the presence 
of Minister of International 
Cooperation Sahar Nasr. President 
Sisi welcomed Le Houérou and hailed 
cooperation between Cairo and the 
international corporations in light 
of the constructive role they play 
in funding development projects in 
Egypt, in cooperation with the private 
sector in the country, Presidential 
Spokesman Alaa Youssef said.

The President, meanwhile, 
reviewed the national projects 
carried out in Egypt including 
the development project in the 
Suez Canal zone in addition to the 
measures taken by the government 
to improve the investment climate 
and increase competitiveness in 
the country, Youssef added.

President Sisi also briefed Le 
Houérou on the efforts exerted 
by the Egyptian government to 
achieve sustainable development 
in line with “Egypt’s Vision 2030” 

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi with CEO of IFC and International Cooperation Minister Sahar Nasr

IFC chief commends Egypt’s recent 

economic measures

http://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/corp_ext_content/ifc_external_corporate_site/home
http://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/corp_ext_content/ifc_external_corporate_site/home
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Philippe Le Houérou, the CEO of the International Finance Corporation (IFC)

that is based on economic development, 
knowledge, innovation and improving 
environment. In this regard, Sisi 
lauded the Egyptians’ awareness and 
understanding of the recent economic 
measures taken by the government.

Le Houérou voiced full support of 
the World Bank Group (WBG) and the 
IFC for Egypt, said the spokesman. The 
international official said that Egypt is 
the first country he has visited in the 
region in order to tell investors that 
the recent economic measures taken 
by Cairo are true. On that score, Le 
Houérou expressed optimism over 
Egypt’s economic future and said 
those measures have put Egypt on the 
right track and would attract foreign 
investments to the country, Youssef 
noted.

The agenda of the meeting also 
included discussing means of boosting 
c o o p e r a t i o n 
between Cairo 
and the IFC, 
which is currently 
in cooperation 
with the Ministry 
of International 
Cooperation and 
the Suez Canal 
Economic Zone.

IFC chief commends Egypt’s 
recent economic measures

Chief Executive Officer of the 
International Finance Corporation 
(IFC), Philippe Le Houérou, 
lauded the recent economic 
measures taken by the Egyptian 
government. These measures would 
help push forward production 
process in the country and attract 
investments within the coming 
period, the international official 
said. The IFC has confidence that 
Egypt’s economy is capable of 
facing all challenges and obstacles, 
he noted. These remarks were 
made on the sidelines of signing 
a protocol between the IFC and 
Egypt’s Hassan Allam Holding. 
Egypt has several potentials to 
lure investments in various fields, 
Houérou noted. The IFC is a strong 
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partner in supporting investment 
in Egypt, he stressed, referring to  
$2.8 billion in investments over the 
past 10 years including funding by 
other investment bodies.

Egypt, IFC discuss cooperation

International Cooperation 
Minister Sahar Nasr held a meeting 
with CEO of the International 
Finance Corporation (IFC) 
Philippe Le Houérou on boosting 
cooperation. Minister of Electricity 
Mohamed Shaker, Minister of 
Petroleum and Mineral Resources 
Tarek El-Molla, Trade and Industry 
Minister Tarek Qabil, Investment 
Minister Dalia Khorshid, and 
Deputy Finance Minister for 
Financial Policies Ahmed Kojak 
were present during the meeting.

The investments of IFC in Egypt 
during 1979 to date reached 2.8 
billion dollars, including 1.5 billion 
from 2011-2016, Nasr said. She 
praised cooperation between 
Egypt and IFC in various vital 
fields, such as infrastructure, and 
renewable energy. Nasr expected 
the cooperation between Cairo and 
IFC will be boosted in the coming 
period, especially in the field of 
establishing sewerage plants, and 

small and medium projects, aimed 
at reducing poverty and creating 
jobs.

International cooperation minister 
reviews outcome of IFC’s CEO visit 
to Egypt

Minister of International 
Cooperation Sahar Nasr reviewed 
the outcome of a visit by 
Philippe Le Houérou, the CEO 
of the International Finance 
Corporation (IFC), to Egypt. In 
a press conference following Le 
Houérou’s meeting with Egypt’s 
economic ministerial group, Nasr 
said that three agreements on 
the entrepreneurship sector and 
start-ups as well as small and 
medium-sized enterprises were 
signed. The minister said that 
President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi 
conferred with Le Houérou on 
providing job opportunities.  IFC 
pays great attention to funding 
energy sectors such as petroleum 
and electricity as well as small and 
medium enterprises, Nasr said. For 
his part, Le Houérou said he was 
looking forward to visiting Egypt, 
expressing optimism over Egypt’s 
economic future.
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International Cooperation Minister Sahar Nasr signed  with Asad Alam, 
the World Bank (WB) Country Director for Egypt, Yemen and Djibouti, an 
agreement covering the one–billion-dollar second tranche to be extended by 
the World Bank to support comprehensive economic and social development 
in Egypt. The tranche, which is part of a three-billion-dollar loan, will boost 
hard currency reserves and, hence, support development projects, Nasr said. 
The three-year loan also backs the government’s social protection program 
for supporting needy people, Nasr said.

The World Bank’s approval 
to extend the loan to Egypt 
underlines confidence in 
Egypt’s national economy, 
she said, noting that the 
African Development Bank 
also agreed to extend a 500 
million dollar tranche to Egypt as part of a 1.5 billion dollar three-year loan.

World Bank country director for Egypt, Yemen and Djibouti Asad Alam 
stressed support for the ambitious Egyptian reform program which focuses 
on creating jobs, improving business institutions competitiveness and raising 
people’s standards of living. He noted that the extended funds would be 
allocated to support development sectors, especially sanitation in rural 
areas as well as other infrastructure projects.

The World Bank official said the WB is pleased to continue supporting 
Egypt’s program of reforms with a strong focus on job creation and boosting 
the competitiveness of Egyptian businesses. The loan aims at supporting 
the government’s economic reform program. The WB’s projects portfolio in 
Egypt includes 25 projects with total commitments of $ 8.5 billion.

 WB approves 2nd $1bln tranche

of $3bln loan to Egypt

http://www.worldbank.org/en/country/egypt
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President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi received a report from Foreign Minister 
Sameh Shourky on the outcome of his recent visit to the US and meetings 
with officials there. Presidential Spokesman Alaa Youssef said that 
the Egyptian top diplomat held talks during his US visit with senior 
Congress members and Antonio Guterres, the new United Nations 
Secretary General.

Shoukry also met with 
US Vice President-elect 
Mike Pence who voiced 
much appreciation for 
Egypt and its president 
confirming that President-
elect Donald Trump is 
keen on boosting relations 
with Egypt with a view 
to enhancing peace and 
stability in the Middle East, said the spokesman. Shoukry also reviewed 
the outcome of his meeting with US State Secretary John Kerry which 
took up bilateral relations and Egyptian efforts for fighting terrorism 
along with the recent regional development, added the spokesman.

Foreign Minister Sameh 
Shoukry met new UN 
Secretary General Antonio 
Guterres during his visit to 
New York after wrapping his 
visit to Washington, where 
he held a series of meetings 
with US Congressmen and 

 Sisi receives report from FM on

outcome of US visit

Foreign Minister Shoukry with vice president-elect Mike Pence

FM Sameh Shoukry during A meeting with U.N. Secretary General Antonio 
Guterres in New York
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Senators. Shoukry’s meeting with the UN Secretary General in New 
York  was meant to discuss issues tabled on the agenda of the UN 
Security Council and its stances towards Egypt, as well as Egypt’s 
vision for promoting the international organization’s role to achieve 
economic growth and implement an overall development program at 
the international level.

In Washington, Shoukry had meetings with US Senators Patrick Leahy 
and Chris Coons and Representatives Adam Smith, Darrell Issa and Brad 
Sherman to discuss the latest economic, social and political developments 
in Egypt and its economic reform program. Shoukry asserted that the 
Egyptian government works on introducing a comprehensive change in 
the economic, social and political life in Egypt. He underlined that the 
Egyptian citizens backed reform measures taken by Egypt, particularly 
those related to reducing fuel subsidies and floating the Egyptian pound, 
although these measures incurred heavy economic burdens on them.

Shoukry said that his meetings with the US Congressmen aimed at 
underlining the strategic ties between Egypt and the United States, as 
well as Egypt’s keenness on having contacts with all decision-makers in 
Washington and the new transitional administration on the importance 
of US support for Egypt at this important stage. Talks with US lawmakers 
also meant to assure the United Sates that it could rely on Egypt, as a 
main partner, to shore up peace and stability in the Middle East region, 
where there is a simmering unrest. 

During their meetings, the US Congressmen questioned Shoukry 
about the internal conditions in Egypt, efforts to fight terrorism, the 
latest developments in Libya, Syria, Iraq and Yemen, in addition to 
Egypt’s vision on the Palestinian cause and means of encouraging the 
Palestinian and Israeli parties to resume the peace process.  Shoukry’s 
talks with the US lawmakers also took up the US military and economic 
aid to Egypt, stressing the importance of continuing US aid to Egypt to 
cope with the growing challenges facing the Egyptian army, topped by 
counter-terrorism and entrenching peace and stability in the Middle 
East.

FM Sameh Shoukry during A meeting with U.N. Secretary General Antonio 
Guterres in New York
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The Egyptian Armed Forces received the first Type-209/1400 
submarine from Germany in December 2016. The new submarine, 
manufactured by the German company ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems 
in the German city of Kiel, can sail for 11,000 nautical miles at a 
speed of 21 knots and its height goes from 60 to 73 meters. The 
Type 209 is a class of diesel and electric attack submarines capable 
of launching torpedoes and missiles and is equipped with the latest 
navigation and telecommunications systems. Type 209/1400 boat is 

Egypt receives Type 209 Submarine

from Germany 

Egypt receives first Type 209 submarine at the shipyard of ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems in Kiel
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a real technological advancement added to the Egyptian Navy Force, 
enhancing its capability to protect Egypt’s national security. Egypt’s 
Navy Force has managed to prepare the technical and specialized 
staff to operate the new boat. In a ceremony held in Germany to 
deliver the new submarine, Brigadier General Osama Rabi’e (then 
commander of the Navy Force) said the submarine was the most 
advanced in the Egyptian navy forces’ fleet and would enable it 
to realize marine security, protect borders and Egypt’s economic 
interests in the Red Sea and the Mediterranean. He lauded the 
strong relationship binding Egypt and Germany, as the two sides 
see eye to eye on different international issues and seek to realize 
peace and confront terror and illegal migration. He also said Egypt 
would enhance its ties with partners and allies, to realize joint 
aspirations for security and stability in the Middle East. 

Germany completes the first type 209 mod 1400 submarine for the Egyptian Navy
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President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi highlighted the importance of promoting 
the link between Egyptian scientists abroad and their homeland, expressing 
deep appreciation to the Egyptian expats’ contribution to the ongoing 
comprehensive development. Sisi made the remark during a meeting with 
Egyptian scientists who participated in “Egypt Can” conference held 
in Hurghada. The ministers of electricity, education, communication, 
immigration, transport and investment attended the meeting, Presidential 
Spokesman Alaa Youssef said. President Sisi hailed efforts exerted by 
Egyptian scientists abroad and their success in various domains, stressing 
the State’s keenness on enhancing contacts with Egyptian scientists 

Sisi urges intensifying contacts between 
State, Egyptian expats
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abroad. The President extolled recommendations issued by “Egypt Can” 
conference, noting that the government will follow up the implementation 
of the recommendations.

Presidential Spokesman Alaa Youssef noted that the President held 
open talks with scientists who took part in the conference. The scientists 
stressed their willingness to serve their nation, expressing appreciation to 
the President’s continued interest in enhancing contacts with Egyptians 
abroad. 

Makram probes formation of foundation of Egyptian scientists 
abroad

Immigration Minister Nabila Makram discussed mechanisms of formation 
of a foundation of Egyptian scientists abroad. Renowned Egyptian scientist 
Dr. Magdy Yaacob, head of the Academy of Scientific Research and 
Technology Dr. Mahmoud Sakr and Head of National Research Center 
Dr. Ashraf Shaalan attended the meeting. The get-together comes in 
implementation of outcome of the 1st national conference held under the 
rubric of “Egypt Can” in the Red Sea resort city of Hurghada on Dec, 
14-15. 

The Minister highlighted the important role played by scientists in 
pushing forward development drive, referring to the significance of 
opening up contact channels between scientists inside Egypt and abroad. 
For his part, Yaacob said implementing conference outcome will put 
Egypt on the right track. “Egypt has huge human resources, if exploited, 
we will make breakthroughs,” he said.

Egypt moving on right path despite challenges - Hani Azer

Egypt is moving on the right path despite the challenges besetting the 
country, said Egyptian President’s Adviser on Engineering Affairs Hani 
Azer, pointing out that the conference which was held under the rubric 
of “Egypt Can” was an opportunity to serve the nation. Azer added that 
“Egypt Can” conference was the first of its kind to be held in Egypt, 
gathering a host of Egyptian scientists and experts. The conference was 
also an opportunity for youths to benefit from the experiences of the 
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Egyptian scientists abroad, he noted. He, meanwhile, urged the media 
outlets to shed light on the major national projects inaugurated by President 
Abdel Fattah El-Sisi. He also underlined the importance of technical 
education, which helps in attaining renaissance of the country.

Sisi attends Science Day celebration

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi attended a celebration marking Science 
Day at the Cairo International Conference Center. Addressing the event, 
President Sisi greeted Egyptian scientists and appreciated their national 
efforts, Presidential Spokesman Alaa Youssef said. President Sisi noted that 
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despite the challenges facing Egypt, the country is moving on the right 
track. He stressed the importance of science in all applications of life 
and its contribution to improving the living conditions and fulfilling the 
needs of citizens. He announced launching a national initiative to build 
an “Egyptian society that can learn, think and create”. The President 
had assigned the newly-formed specialized council for education and 
scientific research to prepare the initiative since September 2016. 
It aims to redirect the State’s priorities to build an ‘Egyptian citizen’ 
through developing and overhauling the scientific research system in 
the country on the short, medium and long run.
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President Sisi called on the private sector and business community to 
contribute to funding and developing scientific research. He urged the 
board of trustees of the “Tahya Misr” Fund (Long Live Egypt) to double 
financial allocations for innovations and scientific research. He awarded 
the Medal of Arts and Science of First Class to a number of Egyptian 
scientists in appreciation of their scientific efforts in the fields of medicine, 
engineering, science, agriculture and genetic engineering.

Egyptian professor urges best exploitation of natural, human 
resources in Egypt

A transport engineering professor of Carleton University of Canada 
stressed that Egypt is abundant in natural and human resources that 
should be well exploited to achieve hoped-for development within the 
coming period.

Speaking at a session titled “Public Safety and Security” held on 
the second day of the National Conference for Egyptian Scientists and 
Experts Abroad, Dr. Abdel-Halim Omar said the power of any economy 
is measured by the length of paved roads in the country. Roads are 
considered a national security issue and that is why roads in the United 
States are under the authority of the Pentagon and not the Transport 
Ministry, he said. 

He also called for paying more attention to air transportation, saying 
it serves 2.97 billion passengers worldwide in the year and that around 
49 million tons of cargo are being transported by air. So, more measures 
should be taken to secure airport infrastructure and develop inspection 
ways of luggage and passengers, he said. Also 90 percent of world trade 
is being transported via sea, citing many challenges facing this kind of 
transportation, including piracy, illegal fishing and human trafficking. He 
called for setting up a special agency for the protection of critical areas 
in Egypt to ease burdens on the Armed Forces.

Other Egyptian professors working abroad spoke in the session. The 
“Egypt Can” conference, is the first gathering of its kind to group Egyptian 
scientists and experts living abroad to benefit from their expertise in the 
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underway mega national projects in Egypt. Prominent Egyptian scientists 
including Farouk El-Baz as well as and world-renowned surgeon Magdi 
Yacoub were among the attendees.

Scientist convention reviews productive economy principles, 
development in Red Sea area

The ‘Egypt Can’ conference discussed on its first day the development 
in the Red Sea area and measures to boost productive economy in Egypt.  
The first day’s sessions were attended by a mixed group of Egyptian 
scientists living abroad and a number of senior officials. 

A session was held on the development in the Red Sea area and was 
attended by Head of the Aquarium Diseases Department at the University 
of Veterinary Medicine Vienna Mansour Al-Matbouly. It took up means 
to improve productivity of fish as Egypt’s imports 20 percent of its needs. 
Egypt is a main producer of fish in Africa and the world second producer 
of tilapia fish, Al-Matbouly said.

In another meeting, Construction Engineering Professor Osama Meselihy 
discussed latest techniques and technologies used in the field. 

“Egypt Can” conference 
is a gathering of foreign-
based Egyptian scientists 
that started its first session 
in attendance of Prime 
Minister Sherif Ismail.

The conference continued 
for two days and was attended 
by prominent Egyptian 
scientists including Farouk 
El-Baz as well as and world-
renowned surgeon Magdi 
Yacoub.

Dr. Farouk El-Baz is Director of the Center for Remote Sensing at Boston 
University, USA. He participated in NASA’s Apollo program (1967-72) as 
secretary of lunar landing site selection
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Egyptian scientists abroad stress importance of renewable energy 
in sustainable development

Egyptian scientists abroad highlighted the significance of relying on the 
clean renewable energy in the country’s plan for achieving sustainable 
development.

Speaking in the two-day conference, held in the Red Sea resort city of 
Hurghada, under the rubric of “Egypt Can”, Egyptian scientist Khaled 
Abdel-Rahman, who is living in Germany, delivered a lecture on the wind 
power plants, in which he underscored the importance of creating wind 
turbine plants for serving the Suez Canal Area Development Project.

During the conference, which is sponsored by President Abdel Fattah 
El-Sisi, Abdel-Rahman expounded the German experience in using wind 
turbines in producing electricity, adding that Egypt could use both solar 
and wind plants to increase generating power.

Researcher Ahmed Adel said that developing renewable resources will 
shore up the Egyptian economy by creating more national companies 
working in this field along with creating more jobs. Such technology 
would serve expansion in purifying water for establishing new urban 
communities, Adel added.

Participants at “Egypt Can” Conference, Hurghada 14-15 December 2016
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This conference, the first of its kind, is meant to create positive 
interaction between scientists and Egyptian youth on the one hand, and 
officials tasked with running the national projects on the other, Premier 
Sherif Ismail made it clear.

Immigration minister urges benefiting from Egyptian scientists 
abroad in giant national projects

Minister of Immigration and Egyptian Expatriate Affairs Nabila 
Makram stressed the importance of benefiting from Egyptian expatriates 
in carrying out giant national projects in Egypt. Giving a word at a 
roundtable held to prepare for the national conference of scientists, the 
minister said there are 27 international scientists living outside their 
native country, Egypt, topped by Moustafa Abdel Maqsoud, Maher Abu 
Gendaya and Hoda El-Maraghi.

The conference boosted cooperation between the Egyptian government, 
represented by the Ministry of Immigration and Egyptian Expatriate 
Affairs, and private institutions, represented by Al-Nahar TV channels, 
the Minister said. This step comes in line with President Abdel Fattah 
El-Sisi’s support for achieving development in Egypt and implementing 
“Egypt’s Vision 2030”, also known as Sustainable Development Strategy 
(SDS), she stressed.

Ismail opens “Egypt Can” conference
Prime Minister Sherif Ismail opened the two-day conference - under 

the rubric of “Egypt Can” - in the Red Sea resort city of Hurghada. 
Immigration Minister Nabila Makram, Red Sea Governor Ahmed Abdallah 
alongside a cluster of ministers attended the conference inauguration. 
The event is sponsored by President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi and organized 
by the Immigration Ministry. More than 30 scientists took part in the 
conference - the first to focus on benefiting from migrant Egyptian 
scientists to lay down scientific bases for national projects. Dr. Farouq 
El-Baz and renowned cardiothoracic surgeon Magdi Yacoub are the 
honorary guests of the event. The conference came up with key research 
papers to serve mammoth national projects within the framework of 
“Egypt’s Vision 2030”.
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PM: Gov’t adamant to turn Suez Canal axis into up-to-date center 
for modern industries

Prime Minister Sherif Ismail said the government is adamant to turn 
the Suez Canal axis into an up-to-date center for modern industries to 
cater for the needs of domestic and foreign markets. Premier Ismail made 
the remark during the inauguration of a two-day conference - under the 
rubric of “Egypt Can” - in the Red Sea resort city of Hurghada. Ismail said 
the State seeks to magnify scientists contribution to mammoth projects, 
especially the Suez Canal axis project, adding that the project would secure 
thousands of jobs. At the beginning of the conference, Ismail asked the 
conferees to observe a minute of silence over the victims of  terror attack 
on Boutroseya Church. Meanwhile, he lauded President Abdel Fattah 
El-Sisi for sponsoring the event, adding that Egypt is looking forward 
for scientists and experts contribution to the march of development. 

IT contributes to expanding revenues of Suez Canal axis development 
project 

The information technology can effectively contribute to expanding the 
revenues of the Suez Canal Axis development project, affirmed Egyptian 
scientists and experts. During a workshop on IT, which was held on the 
sidelines of the national conference for Egyptian scientists and experts 
abroad, held under the auspices of President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi, the 
scientists and experts said that Egypt has competitive advantages in the 
information technology sector.

IT expert Hussein Fahmy called for establishing a global center for 
software services in the Suez Canal Axis development area. Scientific 
research should be part of a system to promote investments in the Suez Canal 
Axis development project, he added. He further said that implementing 
effective programs for training in IT sphere will contribute to providing 
jobs for Egyptian youths in the local and international companies. He 
also called for establishing a specialized institute in the IT sphere to 
provide services and training for the companies in the Suez Canal area. 
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Communications professor at University of Ottawa Hussein Moftah 
said that the world is moving now to the construction of smart cities, 
which focus on technology and clean energy. 

Sisi assigns Minister Makram with reaching out to Egyptians abroad

State Minister for Immigration and Egyptian Expatriates Affairs 
Nabila Makram asserted that the cooperation of the government under 
Prime Minister Sherif Ismail and the unprecedented participation of 
ministers and officials in “Egypt Can” conference reflect efforts exerted 
to render the event a success.

Makram noted that she reviewed during President Abdel Fattah El-
Sisi’s meeting with participating Egyptian scientists all discussions 
and recommendations of the conference. President Sisi welcomed 
recommendations issued by the conference, saying the State is very 
interested in benefiting from its scientists living overseas, she said, adding 
that Sisi entrusted her with reaching out to all Egyptians abroad and 
the scientists in particular along with following up the implementation 
of the conference recommendations. 

The Immigration 
Minister said she 
presented to President 
Sisi a project aimed 
a t  e s t ab l i s h i n g 
an institution for 
Egyptian scholars 
abroad under Magdi 
Yacoub to follow up 
recommendations of 
the conferences that 
will be held by the 
ministry. 

Sir MagdiYacoub has been awarded the Lister Medal for his contribution to surgical science
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Ministers highlight role of Egyptian expatriates in supporting 
country

Minister of Culture Helmi Namnam attended the fourth forum of 
the Egyptians abroad in the presence of Minister of Immigration and 
Egyptian Expatriates Nabila Makram and Minister of Tourism Hisham 
Zaazou. The ministers asserted the importance of the role played by the 
Egyptians abroad as the ambassadors of their country.

Egyptian expatriates arrived to their motherland from France, Austria, 
Ireland and Switzerland to take part in the forum which is organized by 
the ministries of youth, immigration, culture and tourism with the aim 
of increasing tourism movement into the country. 

Egypt keen on strengthening bonds between Egyptian expats, 
homeland

Minister of Immigration and Egyptian Expatriate Affairs Nabila Makram 
underscored the interest of the Egyptian government to strengthen 
bonds and ties between nationals abroad and their homeland. Makram 
said that Egypt was keen on benefiting from the minds of the Egyptian 
expats and solve all the problems faced by the second and third Egyptian 
generations living abroad. She discussed with Culture Minister Helmi 
El-Namnam preparations of organizing a festival for Egyptian students 
who used to live abroad and came to Egypt for studying in universities. 
Nearly, 200 students from the Egyptian community’s second and third 
generations are studying in foreign universities in Egypt, as their parents 
want to strengthen ties between their children and their hometown. 
The festival is due to be held on June 13, with the presence of four 
ministers. The Immigration Ministry is preparing for an initiative to get 
the students familiar with their country to become real ambassadors of 
their homeland abroad, Makram said. 
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Abraq is one of the most important sites in Jabal Elba National 
Park located southern of the Red Sea. It is home to wild animals 
and unique species of plants, mostly grown for medical purposes. 
It also is rich in ancient antiquities dating back to the Pharaoh, 
Roman and Islamic epochs. Abraq also has a rich wild animal life, 
including hyrax, antelope, lizard, mountain goat, eagle, Egyptian 
vulture among other animals that 
are endemic to that area. Three 
major tribes live in Abraq, namely 
El-Bashariya, El-Ababda, and El-
Rashayda. Grazing is their main 
profession and they manufacture 
some handicraft products. In Abu 
Sa’afa, there exist some inscriptions 
dating back to prehistory eras as well 
as some Pharaoh monuments. To the 
south of Abraq, there is a medium-
size mountain named Jabal Al-
Abraq atop of which Abraq Castle 
is placed. It is one of the Roman 
fortresses meant to oversea the Gold 
Road on the Eastern Desert. The 
waterway located in Jabal Abu Sa’afa 
dates back to the ancient Pharaoh 
era. It is worth recalling that the 
Red Sea Governorate is home to 
three reserves: Jabal Elba, Northern 
Island, and the Valley of the Camels. 

Abraq: Charming spot on the Red Sea
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Elba National Park

Spanning over 36.000 sq kilometers, Elba Reserve (registered in 
Egypt in 1986) has an ecosystem and range of species unparalleled 
anywhere else in Egypt. It is rich in natural resources, wild life, 
geological raw materials, and ancient monuments. It includes a vast 
stretch of coral reef and mangrove coastline, 22 Red Sea islands, a 20 
km wide stretch of desert coastal plain and a mountain range, whose 
main peaks include Jabal Elba and another range of mountains. 
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Northern Red Sea Islands National Park

The area was registered as a national park in 2006. It has 20 
islands and is best known for its colorful coral reefs. It has an 
unparalleled geographic location as it overlooks El-Jobal Straits, 
being the southern gateway to the Suez Canal and Gulf. The Red 
Sea Northern Islands Reserve has more than 1000 types of corals, 
mollusks, crustaceans, reptiles, mammals, birds and mangrove 
coastline. 

Wadi El-Gemal National Park
The Valley of the Camels (Wadi el-Gemal) lies in the eastern 

southern part of the Red Sea to the south of Marsa Alam. It is 
7,450 square kilometers in size, including 4,770 square kilometers 
of land and 2,100 square kilometers of marine space.The coastal 
area features coral reefs with 450 species of coral and over 1200 
species of fish. The park is the site of prehistoric rock art, as well 
as Ptolemaic and Roman ruins, and the mountain Mons Smaragdus 
is the site of small mining communities that date back to ancient 
Egypt. It has hard and soft corals, dolphins, green turtles, and 
butterfly fish.
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Muslims everywhere in the world commemorate the Prophet 
Muhammad’s Birthday (literally Moulid El-Nabi) each year on the 
12th of Rabi’e el-Awwal of the Islamic Calendar (currently it is the 
year 1438). But in Egypt, people celebrate the occasion differently, 
maintaining a long tradition since the Fatimid Era (909-1171 AD) in the 
country. Folkloric celebrations begin with holding religious ceremonies, 
where poems praising the Prophet are sung and special type of deserts 
Halwa are made for the occasion. On the Prophet’s Day, Muslims recall 
the biography of the Prophet (literally Es-Sira En-Nabawiya) and 
remember the moral values he was advocating. In Egypt, the Ministry 
of Religious Endowments holds a big ceremony in which the President 
of the Republic, the Grand Imam of Al-
Azhar and top State officials participate. 
This year, President Abdel Fattah El-
Sisi delivered a speech on the occasion 
and he called for basing religious 
discourse on the teachings of 
the Prophet. He also decorated 
ten of the Muslim religious 
figures in Egypt and the Arab 
World. Folkloric celebrations 
of the Prophet Muhammad’s 
Birthday are marked by holding 
special gatherings in which 
the Holy Quran is recited and 
the Prophet’s life story and his 
biography are remembered. 

Egypt celebrates 
Prophet Muhammad Birthday
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Egypt boasts a number of royal palaces that were built by grandchildren 
of Mohamed Ali Pasha by the end of the 19th Century and the beginning 
of the 20th Century. Abdeen Palace is one of those palaces, as it was the 
residentce of Egypt’s rulers from 1882 till 1952. Khedive Ismail ordered 
the building of the palace which is a magnificent art of work. It is composed 
of many halls such as the Red Hall and the White Hall (both are dedicated 
to hosting official delegations visiting Egypt). It also has rare manuscripts 
and books and the Golden Hall built in the shape of a theatre. King Fouad 
(ruled Egypt from 1917-1936), son of Khedive Ismail, ordered dedicating 
some of the palace’s halls to showcase the Royal Family belongings, 
including medals and weaponry. King Farouk I (ruled Egypt from 1937-
1952) followed on the footprint of his father King Fouad and annexed a 
library to the palace. Under Egypt’s former president Mubarak, the palace 
was renovated, where Weaponry Museum and Military Museum were 
established to showcase different arms and ammunition. Another museum 
was established to showcase the valuables of  Mohamed Ali Pasha’s Dynasty. A 
third museum was 
made to display 
a collection of 
rare documents 
that tell  the 
story of different 
developments in 
Egypt at economic, 
political and social 
aspects.

 Abdeen Museum: Culture and Amusement

http://www.sca-egypt.org/eng/MUS_AbdeenPalaceMuseum.htm
http://www.sca-egypt.org/eng/MUS_AbdeenPalaceMuseum.htm
http://www.sca-egypt.org/eng/MUS_AbdeenPalaceMuseum.htm
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Fayoum governorate saw at sunrise the phenomenon of the sun 
rays’ perpendicular fall on the Holy of Holies of Qasr Qarun. The 
astronomical phenomenon occurs annually on December 21. At the 
western end of Lake Qarun, just east of the village of Qasr Qarun, are 
the ruins of ancient Dionysias, once the starting point for caravans 
to the Western Desert oasis of Bahariya. All that remains of the 
ancient settlement is a Ptolemaic temple, known as Qasr Qarun, 
built in 4BC and dedicated to Sobek, the crocodile-headed god of 
Al-Fayoum. There are excellent views from the rooftop.The temple 
is built of blocks of yellow limestone, but unusually for Egypt there 
are no inscriptions, except over the entrance, where there is a winged 

 Sun rays shine perpendicularly over
 Holy of Holies of Qasr Qarun,

Karnak Temple

Holy of Hollies, Qasr Qarun
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sun, and on the roof, a headless relief of Sobek on the left and a king 
on the right. The internal structure have been reinforced, if you are 
feeling adventurous explore the amazing maze of chambers, tunnels 
and stairways.

The sun rays were also perpendicular on Karnak Temple in Luxor 
where a number of tourists witnessed the phenomenon. Luxor 
celebrated as the sun passes over the main focus of Karnak temple, 
in a phenomenon known as the day of “winter solstice” marking the 
beginning of winter season astronomically for the northern part of the 
globe.The winter solstice marks the shortest day and the longest night 
of the year in this part of the world. It usually takes place between 
December 20 and 23 annually. Karnak is a complex in Egypt where 
ancient ruined temples are located. These temples are from the era 
of Pharoah Ramses II, from around 1391-1351 BC. This area was 
the most important place for worship during this time. The Karnak 
Temple Complex is located near Luxor, south of Cairo, Egypt. It is 
visited more than any other historical area in the world, after the 
Giza Pyramids, and it is the largest ancient religious preservation in 
the world.

Karnak Temple at Luxor
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Egyptian Figures

The world’s leading search engine, Google, has commemorated 
the 108th anniversary of Dorriya Shafiq, one of the leading woman’s 
emancipation figures in Egypt in the first half of the 20th Century. 
Dorriya Shafiq was born on December 14, 1908 and was one of 
the students who were dispatched to France to study at Sorbonne 
University, where she received her PhD in 1940. Her dissertation 
was entitled “Women Rights in Islam”. Having returned from France, 
Shafiq asked to be appointed at Cairo University, but her request was 
denied because she is simply a “woman”! So, she started a career in 
journalism and issued some literary publications, including “The New 
Woman Magazine”, “The Daughter of the Nile”, and “The Little Chick 
Magazine”, which was made for children. She also translated the 
meanings of the Holy Quran into English and French, and published 
poems and books. Dorriya Shafiq did also establish an illiteracy school 
to end illiteracy among girls and women in poor neighborhoods. By the 
end of the 1940s, she founded the Daughter of the Nile Association, 
the first platform for women in the political life in Egypt; hence, she 
was the pioneering figure of women’s political action in the country 

Dorriya Shafiq, pioneer of women’s emancipation
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and the Arab World as a whole. In 1954, she expressed her objection 
over the absence of women in the commission made then to draft the 
post July Revolution Constitution in Egypt. As a result, then President 
Mohammed Naguib promised her to empower women in the political 
arena in Egypt and for the first time, women had the right to vote in 
and be named for general elections in the country as per the 1956 
Constitution. Earlier, she led a protest of 1500 women in February 
1950 to pressure then speaker of the parliament into reconsidering 
women’s regulations and acts. Dorria Shafeek was also one of the 
leading figures in the struggle against the British occupation of Egypt. 
She established the first female platoon aimed at training girls to 
fight against colonialists and providing first-aid to the injured, plus 
donating blood. She passed away in Cairo on September 20, 1975. 

Shafiq and late president Mohamed Naguib in August 1952

Egyptian feminist DorriyaShafiq(1908-1975), an Egyptian feminist, poet, publisher, and political activist
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Al-Ahly Club, Happiness Maker

sparkles in city of light
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Cairo’s giants Al-Ahly have made history, winning the FIBA Africa 
Champions Cup after beating their Angolan rivals “Recreativoe 
Desportivodo Libolo” 68/66 in the finals of the 31st edition of the 
FIBA Africa Champions Cup. Al-Ahly’s Tarek El-Ghannam won the 
title of Best Rebounder at the championship and Al-Ahly’s American 
player Wayne Arnold won the Best Player. Al-Ahly became the first 
Egyptian team to win the competition in two decades. The competition 
was held in Cairo from December 7-16, 2016 with the participation 
of ten teams from Africa:Al-Ahly, Recreativo do Libolo (Angola),  AS 
Sale (Morocco), Kano Pillars (Nigeria), Club Africain (Tunisia), GS 
Petroliers (Algeria), BEAC Basket (Cameroon), PrimeiroD’Agosto 
(Angola), City Oilers (Uganda), and Nzui-Manto (Cameroon). 

Al-Ahly, first Egyptian club

 to win FIBA Africa Champions Cup
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Egyptian women’s squash team has made history once again, winning 
the Women’s World Team title in Paris, France for the third time after 
2008 and 2012. Egypt’s four-woman team was composed of Omnia 
Abdel Kawi (team leader), Nour El-Sherbini (World Ranking No 
1), Raneem El-Welily, and Nouran Gohar. The Egyptians squashed 
their English side 2/1 in the finals. Chief of the Squash Association 
Assem Khalifa said the trophy was just the beginning towards other 
world achievements. Jacques Fontaine, President of World Squash 
Federation, congratulated the Egyptian team on the win of the title. 
The Egyptian team boasts the top three players in the world, namely 
Nour El-Sherbini (1), Nouran Gohar (2), and Raneem El-Welily(3). 

Squash team 

sparkles in city of light
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